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Does this sound familiar?
! Struggling to get traction on the books you’ve written.

! Readers not reading through the whole series… or even 
beyond the first book.

! The check at the end of the month isn’t even hitting 
$100

! Hoping for a miracle.



! Truby is a leading expert in story, 
called upon by Hollywood studios

! Truby graduates have generated 
more than $15 BILLION at the box 
office

! John has taught over 50,000 students 
around the world – including 
traditionally published novelists and 
indie authors



Misconception #1:
Marketing vs. Better story

Whether you have readers, and whether they 
continue to read and buy, comes down to the 

quality of your story. 



There’s a MISSING ELEMENT for 
selling your work that a lot of writers 

completely miss. 



Strategies from Harry Potter 
and The Hunger Games



You need to write 3 - 4 books to get 

traction, which means, you need: 
1. an exponential increase in plot 
2. maximum Narrative Drive, to win big 



The big money is in read through



Read through means:

1. Write a lot of books fast.
 
2. You need a ton of plot to carry them through. 



Amount of plot 
is what 

separates the 
top sellers from 
everyone else



Misconception #2:

Character over plot.



Character is revealed 
through plot.   
Plot is simply 
character in action.



For maximum read through:
 

Character is what catches your 
readers. 

Plot is what keeps them.



The single most important set 

of plot techniques for 

bestselling novels is known as  
Narrative Drive 



Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings, and The 
Hunger Games all have intense, non-stop 
narrative drive, and mind-boggling sales 

figures.



Hero’s Journey
vs. 3 act

vs. something better???



The Hero’s Journey is way too 
simplistic for creating that much 
plot, especially in a novel series.  



3-act structure is a big fake! 

It won’t give you anywhere near 
as much plot as you need for 1 

novel, much less 3 or more.



NARRATIVE DRIVE is the forward 
propulsion of the story that makes the 

reader want to turn the page.



1. Premise

2. Desire

3. Opponent

3 Main Areas of Narrative Drive



Narrative drive 
element:
Desire

Desire is what the hero 
wants in this story.



For maximum 
narrative drive #1

You have to be 
clear about the 
endpoint of the 

goal.



Problem: most writers don’t know 

that setting up the desire is different 

for a novel SERIES than it is for a 

SINGLE novel.



You have to give the hero 

one goal for the entire series and 

one goal for each book.



Harry Potter and 
the Sorcerer’s 
Stone has 

2 Desires



1. Series goal of defeating 
Voldemort: find the 
Sorcerer’s Stone and stop 
whoever stole it.

2. Goal for this book: win the 
House Cup for Gryffindor.



Lord of the Rings

Hero’s desire for all 3 books:

Frodo’s quest to return the ring 
to the fires of Mount Doom.



Frodo’s goal:

1. created the journey on which all 
three books are based

2. it gave Tolkein the end of the story

3. the countless sub-plots could be 
supported by and woven around that 
strong spine.



For maximum narrative drive 
#2 

Increase the intensity by 
which the hero wants the goal. 

In other words, she must 
really want it.



Without being able to do the 1st or 3rd 

element of Narrative Drive, and without 

avoiding the big killer of narrative drive, 

you won’t get to where you want to be 

with your series. 



The first place you create strong narrative drive, 
even before the desire of the hero, is in the 

PREMISE of the story.

Narrative Drive element: 
PREMISE



99% of stories fail right at 

the premise line!



Stop!



Have you ever wasted time 
writing something that you later 
realized wasn’t going to work?



The best premise in popular novels is known as 
“high concept”: a story idea with a big plot flip or plot 

contrast that surprises the reader.



For maximum 

narrative drive #3 
The hero must overcome 

extreme odds to accomplish a 
specific and difficult goal.





Big mistake: don’t wait for the full 

plot to set up the narrative drive 

in your story. 



Narrative drive 
element:  
Opponent



Huge misconception:  

the opponent is just the bad guy.  
This is one of the biggest mistakes 

in story, and it will actually make it 

harder to write your novel series.



For maximum narrative drive #4 
 Don’t think of the opponent as the 

villain, the character who simply 

looks and acts like a bad guy. 



For maximum narrative drive #5

The true opponent in your novel series, the character that will 
make the series work, is any person who wants to prevent the 

hero from getting his goal.



For maximum narrative drive #6 
You want one main opponent who 
attacks the hero relentlessly and 
who adjusts his attacks to what 

the hero tries to do.



For maximum narrative 

drive #7  
You want the hero to fight more 
opponents than just the main 

opponent.



Summary of Narrative Drive 
points covered

1. 3 main elements of Narrative Drive: Premise, Desire, 
and Opponent
2. You have to be clear about the end point of the goal
3. Increase the intensity by which the hero wants the goal
4. The hero must overcome extreme odds to accomplish a 
specific and difficult goal



5. Don’t think of the opponent as the villain, the character 
who simply looks and acts like a bad guy
6. The true opponent in your novel series is any person 
who wants to prevent the hero from getting his goal
7. You want one main opponent who attacks the hero 
relentlessly and who adjusts his attacks to what the hero 
tries to do
8. You want the hero to fight more opponents than just the 
main opponent



Bottom Line
! If you apply these points, you increase the VALUE of 

your product
! This increases your read-through
! Which increases the amount you can REINVEST in 

MARKETING
! Which sells more books, and makes you more MONEY



To learn more…

“Story for Novelists” course
www.Truby.com/20booksnovels

20% discount if you go here
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